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From the Director

132 Rubenstein Hall 
Box 90316 
302 Towerview Drive 
Duke University 
Durham, NC 27708-0316 
Telephone: 919-613-9280 
tiss-nc.org

In January, Peter Feaver stepped down 
from his role as TISS Director after 
twenty years. It would be impossible 
to overstate his contribution to TISS 
over the past two decades. Under his 
leadership, the annual international 
security “New Faces” conference for 
doctoral candidates grew into one of the 
country’s most prestigious and impactful 
programs for emerging security studies 
scholars; TISS launched the American 
Grand Strategy program and the Energy 
and Security Initiative; and TISS 
faculty published an impressive range 
of scholarship under the auspices of 
the project on Civil  Military Relations 

and the Wielding American Power projects.In 2014, TISS consortium members, 
in partnership with North Carolina Central University (NCCU), were awarded 
funding to create an Academic Center of Excellence in Intelligence and Security 
Studies, and just last year TISS celebrated its sixtieth anniversary with a three-day 
conference on “Intelligence in a National Security Context.”

Clearly, I have big shoes to fill. Luckily, there is some evidence I’ve been trying on 
big shoes since 1971. That’s 9-month-old me in my dad’s flight boots when he was 
stationed at Reese Air Force base in Lubbock, 
Texas. 

More importantly, Duke Professor Kyle 
Beardsley agreed to sign on as Deputy Director 
and Peter will remain on the TISS Executive 
Board.  Carolyn Pumphrey continued as TISS 
Associate Director through this past year. 
Sadly, she will be retiring from this position in 
December 2020. 

TISS has a well-established reputation 
for advancing scholarship, promoting 
meaningful engagement between academic 
and practitioner communities, and educating 
the next generation of leaders in national and 
international security. 
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Kyle and I look forward to building on this legacy. In keeping with the Triangle Institute’s longstanding commitments, our 
core objectives will be to:

•	 Build a diverse, interdisciplinary community of security studies scholars to advance research initiatives and col-
laborations

•	 Foster the intellectual, educational, and career development of students and young scholars with a particular focus 
on expanding the diversity of the security studies field

•	 Build bridges among the academic, policymaker, and military communities

•	 Educate students, policymakers, the military, and the general public on national and international security issues 

We will continue to grow core TISS programs like the New Faces conference, faculty research seminars, the 
undergraduate Honors thesis dinner, public lectures, and collaboration with the Joint Special Operations Master of Arts 
Program at Fort Bragg. At the same time, we will be piloting some new initiatives including a virtual roundtable series 
and a small grants program to support junior faculty book manuscript workshops. We also hope to catalyze new scholarly 

research projects and to help TISS faculty secure funding for pioneering research into pressing national and international 
security problems. We welcome members of the TISS community to reach out to us with their big ideas.

As we head into the 2021 calendar year, I am pleased to report that, despite a global pandemic, TISS has plenty of 
momentum. Before the outbreak, we combined a farewell dinner for Peter Feaver with a conversation on national security 
(January) featuring Peter, Kyle, and me. We also held a stimulating panel discussion on NATO (funded through a NATO 
public diplomacy grant (March).  Since then, we have gone virtual. Our 21st annual New Faces conference was held 
in October. While we missed the opportunity to interact with our new colleagues in person, going online gave us an 
opportunity to invite a wider, more diverse audience to hear their talks and participate in the discussion. In similar vein, 
the TISS ICCAE was able to include to include overseas alumni in this year’s Annual Careers Forum. TISS held two 
timely workshops, one on Intelligence, the other on the militarization of policing.  

This spring, we are planning another Intelligence talk, a faculty working paper group, and a workshop for a junior faculty 
member with a first book project. We also hope to host our annual event showcasing the national and international 
security-related research of outstanding undergraduates, whether in-person or online, and a celebration of Carolyn’s 
tremendous contributions to TISS over the past two decades.

Our core academic institutions have all renewed and extended their commitments to TISS; the Stanton Foundation has 
committed to fund undergraduate student travel to the Oak Ridge National Laboratory for nuclear nonproliferation 
workshops; and the Scaife Foundation will support the New Faces conference 
for the next three years. We were especially gratified to receive – thanks to UNC 
alumnus and TISS Millennium Scholar Rye Barcott - a generous and unsolicited 
donation from the cross-partisan movement “With Honor” in recognition of our 
work on civil military relations. 

To all of you, who have helped us fulfil our mission, my thanks.  

Patricia Sullivan, Director
Triangle Institute for Security Studies

Opposite: Tricia Sullivan moderating our March NATO panel discus-
sion - the last live TISS event of the calendar year. (See p. 6)  Seated 
to her left are Jim Townsend, Rachel Ellehuus, and Ambassador 
Robert Pearson.
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Panel Discussions

TISS launched its first website a quarter of a century ago. Seven years ago, we redesigned the website 
and moved it off campus, thinking this would help us preserve our neutrality. This it did, but at the same 
time, the shift made it more expensive to maintain.  

We are now moving the site back to UNC-Chapel Hill, its first home. We are grateful to Lars Sahl and his 
team members who have taken on the task of redesigning the site as an OASIS (Office of Arts and Scienc-
es Information Services) project. The new site will be hosted behind the UNC firewall, using UNC security, 
and with dedicated UNC server techs.  Besides being a more economic solution, the move will allow us to 
reflect on our mission and the path forward.

Unfortunately, that means that we have to say goodbye to Arthur Edwards. Arthur, who is 
an active member of the Triangle Cybersecurity Innovation Group (TCIG) and the Center 
for Technology Security Advocacy has worked behind the scenes for six years maintaining 
and improving the TISS website.  He has been helping move files to our new site, but will 
leave us once the new site is up and running.

TISS will be the poorer for his departure – he has been a reliable and kindly assistant, 
blessed above all with the gift of making matters technical comprehensible to someone 
who has always found technology challenging. So, thank you for everything, Arthur.  I hope 
your future brings you plenty of hiking and good fortune.  

2020 opened on a high-note in early January with a panel discussion on “National Security 
Policy in the Shadow of Impeachment.” (See above left). Panelists were the incoming and 
outgoing TISS Directors. The conversation took place over a Thai dinner and the evening 
ended with a fond farewell to Peter Feaver. In March we held a lively and well attended 
panel discussion on NATO  (see p. 6). Also very timely was our September roundtable on 
“State Security Forces and Citizen Security.”  The discussion, moderated by Tricia Sulli-
van, featured experts on extremism who engaged in an enlightening discussion of the mili-
tarization of police. Seen to the right (left to right): Top row - Risa Brooks, Marquette, and 
Erica de Bruin, Hamilton College; Middle row - Abigail Hall, Bellarmine University, and 
Javier Osorio, the University of Arizona; and bottom row, Christian Davenport, University 
of Michigan.



Outreach and Research

The TISS Speakers Bureau was quiet this year. Many of the talks we had scheduled for the spring were cancelled because 
of COVID.  A few of our intrepid clients have begun to experiment with Zoom. This past month, for example, Bob Moog 
(NCSU) made a remote appearance before the Jewish Community Center of Cary. And Joe Caddell (UNC) spoke to 
the WPTF audience by phone from his home - celebrating key occasions like Pearl Harbor, Armistice Day, and D-Day. 
TISS members affected public life in other ways. Bruce Jentleson (Duke), for example, consulted with the Biden foreign 
policy transition team. Retired diplomats contributed timely articles to the electronic journal American Diplomacy. Karen 
Hagemann (UNC) continued to direct the Digital Humanities Project. She reports  that over 170,000 persons have used 
this website in the last three years. Faculty research was widely disseminated: Navin Bapat (UNC) presented his research 
to military officers at workshops sponsored by the Institute of Defense and Business in Chapel Hill as well as to academic 
audiences and think tanks, and Simon Miles (Duke) gave book talks to eighteen groups in the US, UK and Canada. We 
invite you to explore some of the publications listed below. 
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Faculty Research 2020

Bapat, Navin (2019). Monsters to Destroy: Understanding the War on Terror. Oxford University Press.
Kaitlyn Webster, Priscilla Torres, Chong Chen and Kyle Beardsley (forthcoming). Ethnic and gender hierarchies in the 
crucible of war. International Studies Quarterly.

Chong Chen and Kyle Beardsley (forthcoming). Once and future peacemakers: Continuity of third-party involvement in 
civil war peace processes. International Peacekeeping.

Kyle Beardsley, Howard Liu, Peter Mucha, David Siegel and Juan Tellez (2020). Hierarchy and the provision of order in 
international politics: The self-organization of joint-production security communities. Journal of Politics, 82(2), 731-746.

Brands, Hal, Peter Feaver, and William Inboden,  (2020). “Maybe It Won’t Be So Bad: A Modestly Optimistic Take on 
COVID and World Order,” in Hal Brands and Francis J. Gavin, eds. COVID-19 and World Order: the Future of Conflict, 
Competition and Cooperation, Johns Hopkins University Press. 

Dauber, Cori. Online magazine on visual strategies of Qanon: Beutel, Emma, “Can Masks Spread Conspiracies? Inside 
the World of Qanon Merch,” Inverse https://www.inverse.com/culture/qanon-masks.  

Feaver, Peter (2020).  “Reflections from an Erstwhile Policymaker,” in Daniel Maliniak, Susan Peterson, Ryan Powers, 
and Michael Tierney, eds. Bridging the Theory-Practice Divide in International Relations, Georgetown University Press, 
2020.

Feaver, Peter and James Golby (2020). “The Myth of ‘War Weary’ Americans,” Wall St. Journal, 1 December 2020.  
Accessible at: https://www.wsj.com/articles/the-myth-of-war-weary-americans-11606863481?st=8ys4w3rnahxkspj&refl
ink=desktopwebshare_permalink

 Kaplan, Spencer and Peter Feaver (2020). “How Does it Feel to Have 2020 to be Your Generation’s Defining Year?” 
ForeignPolicy.com, 28 October 2020.  Accessible at: https://foreignpolicy.com/2020/10/28/2020-election-young-
americans-generation/

  Feaver, Peter (2020). “Trump Has Arranged for a Military Mulligan.  Will He Make the Most of It?” War on the Rocks, 
11 June 2020.  Accessible at: https://warontherocks.com/2020/06/trump-has-arranged-for-a-military-mulligan-will-he-
make-the-most-of-it/
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Feaver, Peter, William Inboden, and Michael Singh (2020).  “What Christians Must Remember about Nuclear Weapons 
and Arms Control,” Providence, 8 June 2020.  Accessible at: https://providencemag.com/2020/06/what-christians-must-
remember-nuclear-weapons-arms-control/

Golby, James and Peter Feaver (2020).  “Military Prestige During a Political Crisis: Use it and You’ll Lose it,” War on the 
Rocks, 5 June 2020.  Accessible at: https://warontherocks.com/2020/06/military-prestige-during-a-political-crisis-use-it-
and-youll-lose-it/

Brands, Hal, Peter Feaver, and Will Inboden (2020). “In Defense of the Blob: America’s Foreign Policy Establishment 
is the Solution, Not the Problem,” ForeignAffairs.Com, 29 April 2020.  Accessible at https://www.foreignaffairs.com/
articles/united-states/2020-04-29/defense-blob

Hagemann, Karen, Stefan Dudink, and Sonya O. Rose (eds.), The Oxford Handbook of Gender, War, and the Western 
World since 1600. Oxford and New York: Oxford University Press, 2020. Website: https://global.oup.com/academic/
product/the-oxford-handbook-of-gender-war-and-the-western-world-since-1600-9780199948710?cc=us&lang=en&

Hagemann, Karen. The Digital Humanities Project, Editor.  “GWonline, the Bibliography, Filmography and Webography 
on Gender and War since 1600.” Website: http://gwc.unc.edu/welcome

Jentleson, Bruce W. (2020) Refocusing U.S. Grand Strategy on Pandemic and Environmental Mass Destruction. The 
Washington Quarterly. 43:3 (Fall) 7-29.

Malhotra, R. 2020. From Ubiquitous Data to Actionable Knowledge.  International symposium on “Geospatial 
Intelligence” during 14th - 17th December 2020. Centre of Excellence in Complex and Nonlinear Dynamical Systems, 
VJTI, Mumbai [Presentation]

Miles, Simon. (2020) Engaging the Evil Empire: Washington, Moscow, and the Beginning of the End of the Cold War. 
Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell University Press.

Miles, Simon. (2020) The War Scare that Wasn’t: Able Archer 83 and the Myths of the Second Cold War. Journal of Cold 
War Studies 22 (3), 86–118. 

Cederman, L. E., S. Hug, L. I. Schubiger, and F. Villamil. “Civilian Victimization and Ethnic Civil War.” Journal of 
Conflict Resolution 64, no. 7–8 (August 1, 2020): 1199–1225. https://doi.org/10.1177/0022002719898873

One of my favorite events of the year has always been the dinner we hold in early April featuring 
undergraduate research. This year, five students were selected as speakers: Rachel Augustine, advised 
by Peter Mucha (UNC Mathematics & Applied Physical Sciences), Kate Papadopoulos, advised by Cori 
Dauber (UNC Communications), Edward Batchelder, advised by Michael Morgan (UNC History), Seth 
Newkirk, advised by Joe Caddell (UNC History), and David Luzader, advised by Rakesh Malhotra (NCCU 
Geography). Rachel used quantitative methods to investigate historical foreign relations documents and 
classify time periods. Kate Papadopoulos analyzed AQAP propaganda videos, focusing on their efforts to 
recruit members from amongst the Yemeni population. Edward examined John F. Kennedy’s handling of 
the Bay of Pigs and Berlin Crisis. Seth looked at the way Chinese used investment in space technology 
to gain political influence in Latin America. David pursued his interest in geographic intelligence. Sadly, 
we had to cancel the event - though you are invited to view a three minute video of Edward’s work on the 
TISS website.  The five students are truly remarkable young men and women.  They have done exciting 
work and I would have loved to have given you all the opportunity to share in a wonderful occasion. 
Please join me in congratulating them for their accomplishments and wishing them well. 
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In the last newsletter, I reported on the end of our grant, the departure of Sara Castro, and our eventful last year.

In the meantime, we have settled into our new role as a legacy school.  While we no longer receive funding from the 
Intelligence Community (IC), Peter Feaver helped us secure funds from Stanton for the trip to Oak Ridge (for three 
years) and Carolyn Pumphrey was awarded a NATO Public Diplomacy grant to support this year’s Strategic Exercise and 
associated events. Ties forged with various intelligence agencies have borne fruit and, though we cannot presently afford 
to visit them, they continue to visit us.  The Office of the Director of National Intelligence (ODNI) keeps us in the loop 
about opportunities and our students are eligible to take advantage of ICCAE programs. This spring, ten TISS students 
participated in their coveted summer seminars.  Though we are phasing out our Scholars Program, twenty students 
received the designation this year, bringing our total to 110.  

We are happy to report that Erinn Whitaker has been appointed Assistant Director of the TISS ICCAE.  She is a former 
intelligence analyst and brings real-life experience to bear on her courses.  She is committed to the central mission of our 
program, which is to educate citizens. Erinn is not new to us, having served as a senior researcher at the UNC School 
of Media and Journalism and she taught classes on intelligence at both Duke and UNC-Chapel Hill. She has now joined 
UNC as a full time Professor of the Practice. She will teach at least one of the classes Sara Castro taught (Comparative 
Intelligence Regimes) as well as those she taught previously: writing and briefing for intelligence; counterterrorism; and 
counter-intelligence. 

Courses on intelligence continue to inspire interest. While we offer fewer courses now than we did when our program 
was fully funded, faculty at TISS consortium schools teach a dozen courses squarely focused on intelligence history and 
analysis, while another 21 have a strong intelligence component. At Duke, the core intelligence class funded through the 
grant from 2014 through 2019 is now funded through American Grand Strategy (AGS). Taught by Erinn Whitaker in 
2020, it will be taught by Andy Vail in 2021. At North Carolina Central University, where our new Principal Investigator 
(PI) is Rakesh Malhotra, courses offered as part of the Geospatial Intelligence Certificate provide students with valuable 
skills.  

The Triangle has long attracted impressive professionals. This past year, we were privileged to have both Andrew Vail 
and Susan Gordon in our midst. Andy Vail, a Senior National Intelligence Service Officer, joined Duke as Senior in 
Residence Fellow.  He has been a real friend to the TISS ICCAE, giving talks, securing speakers for us, and mentoring 
students interested in the IC. Sue Gordon, the former U.S. Principal Deputy Director of National Intelligence was a Duke 
Rubenstein Fellow. She taught courses and made zoom appearances, shedding important light on election interference 
and what is going on behind the scenes in the intelligence community in this tumultuous period. We also just learned that 
General Robert Ashley, USA (retired), who last served as the Director of the Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA), has 
come back “home” to North Carolina and is eager to join the TISS community. 

In terms of events, the past year was marked by both disappointments and successes. It started well. In November 2019, 
representatives from the National Counterterrorism Center (NCTC) came to the Triangle. The speakers spent three days in our area, 
visiting all four of our schools. They gave a talk on Islamic State (IS), ran an intelligence exercise, and provided helpful tips on writing 
resumés. We also held an excellent panel discussion on NATO on 3 March 2020. The focus was on NATO and emerging threats and 
responses. We carefully crafted the event so that those registered for the Strategic Exercise TISS was to run with the Joint Special 
Operations Master of Arts program at Fort Bragg (scheduled for late March) would come well prepared for the fast-paced event.  The 
speakers, Rachel Ellehuus (Center for Strategic and International Studies), Jim Townsend (Center for a New American Security), and 
Ambassador Pearson also spent time with the Exercise Design Team, helping them hone their plans.
The biggest disappointment for me was that the pandemic forced us to postpone and then to cancel this exercise. TISS 
students on the Design Team did a brilliant job working with their JSOMA counterparts. By early March, they had 
created a first-rate scenario regarding hybrid threats facing NATO and had already compiled an extensive list of “injects.” 
Students in my Deception class had nearly completed entries for a comprehensive briefing book. The website was up and 

Intelligence & Security Studies
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running and registration was well underway.  Members of the Design Team were really excited about executing the 
event and I must say that I was excited to find out what they had in store for participants. But, alas, we had to cancel the 
event.  

We also had to abandon our fall 2020 trip to Oak Ridge National Laboratory because of COVID, something I deeply 
regretted. We have taken students to Tennessee for a nuclear non-proliferation workshop since 2011 and it is always an 
eye-opening experience.  I also was unable to take students in my nuclear security class to the NCSU nuclear reactor – a 
very worthwhile field trip. 

We did host a few virtual events.  While these were not as satisfying as live events, they did allow us to keep 
conversations going outside the classroom. On 26 May, Andy Vail spoke on “Directing National Intelligence: The White 
House and ODNI.” On 16 October, Robert Evanina, Director of the National Counterintelligence and Security Center, 
gave an insightful and timely talk on strategic counter-intelligence, current election interference issues, and foreign 
influence operations against universities. And on 30 October, recent hires at NCTC made a zoom appearance. They 
provided students with an inside view of their work. The academic year ended on a high note on 7 November with our 
popular annual Careers Forum. Nine alumni (one from Duke and eight from UNC) gave up a Saturday afternoon to 
talk about their experiences and to offer advice. This year, thanks to the zoom format, we were able to involve several 
former students now living overseas (the Netherlands and the UK). This made it especially fun, even without our 
customary chicken wings! 
 
Students in the TISS ICCAE also took advantage of talks on national and international security organized by TISS and 
other local organizations, notably Duke’s Program in American Grand Strategy.  Some logged on to conferences and 
careers fairs hosted by institutions across the nation and beyond. 
 
What next? Well, the immediate future remains a little uncertain.  As you know, Carolyn, who has served as the project 
manager for the TISS ICCAE, is retiring this December, and her steady hand at the helm will be much missed. What 
events we do hold in the spring are likely to be zoom events and we have been told that next year’s DIA summer 
seminars will also be virtual. The fate of the JSOMA/TISS Strategic Exercise is up in the air. But, with some luck, 
life will return to normal in the fall. Even if it does not, the TISS ICCAE has always focused on offering intellectually 
rigorous and inspiring courses on intelligence.  Its greatest strength has always been its impressive students. Nothing 
has changed here. And so, I remain confident that the long-term future of our program is bright.
 
Joe Caddell, Director, TISS ICCAE in Intelligence and Security Studies.

Above - The NATO panel focused on NATO’s responses to emerging threats.  It was primarily designed for students intending 
to participate in our planned exercise but open to the public. 
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Energy and Security Initiative

During 2020 the TISS/NCSU Energy and Security Initiative (ESI) continued to foster an active research agenda, sponsor 
visits by academic experts and policy practitioners, and support experiential programs for students. (The global pandemic 
altered our ability to hold events in person, but we were able to move quickly to virtual meetings.) Co-directed by 
William Boettcher and Mark Nance (both NCSU Political Science) and John Mattingly (NCSU Nuclear Engineering), 
the ESI again benefitted from its partnership with NCSU’s School of Public & International Affairs (SPIA), Department 
of Nuclear Engineering, and Consortium for Nonproliferation Enabling Capabilities (CNEC). The ESI promotes an 
interdisciplinary approach to the global, national, and local security implications of the production, transportation, and 
consumption of a diverse range of energy sources (renewable and nonrenewable).

In terms of research, Professor Robert Reardon has continued projects on nonproliferation and grand strategy in East Asia 
and third-party intelligence sharing with the International Atomic Energy Agency. Reardon’s research on proliferation 
in Northeast Asia was presented at an invited talk at the University of Southern California and on a conference panel 
organized by the CATO Institute. His article, “Civilian Nuclear Technology Transfers as Counter-Proliferation Leverage: 
A Re-Examination of South Korea’s Nuclear Weapons Program,” is forthcoming at Nonproliferation Review.

In terms of extension and outreach, in November 2019 we hosted visitors from the Office of the Director of National 
Intelligence (ODNI) National Counterterrorism Center (NCTC). Our guests generously participated in a luncheon with 
15 undergraduate and graduate students interested in IC careers. This event included a general Q and A session and one-
on-one resume reviews. In spring semester 2020, we hosted Ambassador Robert Gallucci for a talk on “Negotiating with 
North Korea: What We’ve Learned,” our last event before the global pandemic upended our scheduling. Ambassador 
Gallucci met with Robert Reardon’s class early in the day and then met with a group of students at a brown bag event. In 
July we hosted a webinar with Markus Schiller (AMDC, Munich) on Road to Perfection? An Engineer’s Perspective on 
North Korea’s Missile Program. This webinar as recorded and made available to SPIA and CNEC students.

ESI efforts will continue in 2020-21. We will host and co-host visitors for workshops and public talks, hopefully in person 
at some point. We will also continue efforts to seek additional funding from grants to support research activities related to 
ESI topics.

Bill Boettcher, Energy & Security Initiative Co-Director
North Carolina State University
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American Grand Strategy

As most of you know, Duke’s Program in American Grand Strategy (AGS), started life as an offshoot of TISS.  It has 
been remarkably successful, growing by leaps and bounds, securing staffing of its own – currently Melanie Benson and 
Marybeth O’Brien — and bringing great speakers to our community. Until this January, TISS and AGS were both led by 
Peter Feaver.  Now Peter just wears the one hat.  TISS and AGS continue to work closely together, however.  Our offices 
in Rubenstein Hall are adjacent, and public talks organized by AGS are all cosponsored by TISS.

The calendar year opened in typical lively fashion with talks by Kristen Silverberg (Business Roundtable), Ambassador 
Rick Barton, Richard Fontaine (Center for New American Security), Liam Collins (Modern War Institute), Gary Haugen 
(International Justice Mission), and Sara Vakhshouri (SVB Energy International). The Ambassador Dave & Kay Phillips 
Family International Lectureship on February 17 was given by John Bolton (former National Security Advisor). It was his 
first public speech since impeachment and was attended by over a thousand persons. 

Like TISS, AGS found its programming sadly disrupted by COVD – for Duke students, the most unfortunate outcome was 
the cancellation on March 6 of the planned Italian Campaign staff ride, which was scheduled to run from March 8-15 with 
45 undergraduates, graduate students, alums, and faculty. 

AGS, however, did a remarkable job in adapting. After the transition to remote learning, it hosted zoom talks by Sue 
Gordon (former Principal Deputy Director of National Intelligence), Robert Zoellick (former Deputy Secretary of State), 
Yossi Klein Halevi (Shalom Hartman Institute, Jerusalem), Paul Teller (Deputy Assistant to the President), Major General 
Ronald P. Clark (Chief of Staff of U.S. Indo-Pacific Command), and two panel discussions, one on “How to launch a 
Career in the Post-Pandemic Era,” and one on “Surveillance and Security After the Lockdown: Lessons from the 9/11 
Era). 

The fall offerings included two in the Ambassador Phillips Series, both given by former National Security Advisors 
- Susan E. Rice and H.R. McMaster.  Talks were also given by Juliette Kayyem (Department of Homeland Security), 
Kashmire Hill (New York Times),  Errol Southers and Daveed Gartenstein-Ross (extremism experts), Thomas Schwartz 
(Vanderbilt), Laura Rosenerger (Alliance for Serving Democracy) Ambassador Robert Zoellick, Ambassador Michael 
Oren, Mary Sarotte (Johns Hopkins), Simon Miles (Duke), Melvin Gamble (former CIA), Mohammed Darawshe (Israeli 
Press), and Philip Zelikow (former State Department).

Looking on the bright side, while zoom is a poor substitute for live events, it did make it possible for members of the TISS 
community living outside of Durham to attend far more of these stimulating events than usual. We owe thanks to Peter 
Feaver and to David Schanzer, Director of the Triangle Center on Terrorism and Homeland Security who served as Interim 
Director this fall while Peter Feaver enjoyed a well earned sabbatical.

Left - John Bolton. Above - Gary Haugen.
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New Faces Conference

The Triangle Institute for Security Studies held its twenty-first annual New Faces conference on 22 – 23 October 2020.  
Although we had planned to host it at the Rizzo Center in Chapel Hill, the COVID crisis made this untenable.  Instead, 
we held it remotely by Zoom.  Sixty persons participated. We added a special session on publishing from a dissertation to 
make the experience still more meaningful for graduate students.   

The event itself went well. It began on Thursday evening.  Five of the New Faces joined with six graduate students (3 
from Duke; 2 from UNC; one from MIT; and one from University of Maryland) to participate in a Zoom panel discussion 
led by Dr. Tricia Sullivan (UNC, Public Policy), Dr. Kyle Beardsley (Duke, Political Science), and Dr. Simon Miles 
(Duke, Public Policy). The discussion focused on how to prepare dissertation research for publication and on ways to 
cultivate interest from acquisitions editors. The discussion also covered what newly-minted PhDs might expect during 
the next stages of their careers. This event allowed for the New Faces to get to know one another better and to meet other 
graduate students in the region, thus serving to foster the network and community building that the New Faces event is 
known for. 

Friday’s event followed our traditional format, though we shortened the length of each panel to prevent screen fatigue. 
Each panel was an hour long and featured a twenty-minute talk by the speaker, followed by brief comments from a faculty 
member (in-field) and graduate student (out-of-field), and a twenty-minute Q and A.  The group broke for lunch at noon, 
some returning for a half hour “social networking” session before the afternoon talks resumed.  

The speakers were So Jin Lee (Political Science, Duke University), Roya Izadi (Political Science, SUNY-Binghamton), 
Elizabeth Grasmeder (Political Science, Georgetown), Aroop Mukharji (Public Policy, Harvard), Gregoire Phillips 
(Political Science, University of California at San Diego), and Augusta Dell’Omo (History, University of Texas at Austin).  
Faculty Discussants were Navin Bapat and Stephen Gent (UNC-Chapel Hill), Lindsay Cohn (Naval War College), 
Simon Miles and Gunther Peck (Duke University). Graduate Student discussants were Ariel Wilks, Todd Burroughs, and 
Cavender Sutton (UNC-Chapel Hill) and Nathan Finney, David Tier, and Rebecca Dudley (Duke). 

The day opened with a presentation by So Jim Lee, logging in from Seoul, South Korea where she has been conducting 
archival research and fieldwork. She is studying a question of substantial interest to political scientists and policy makers 
- the relative effectiveness of positive inducements, such as foreign aid, and negative inducements, such as sanctions, in 
eliciting favorable behavior from target states. She takes an interdisciplinary approach bringing insights from political 
science, psychology, and economics to her knowledge of policy and the international system. Through experimental 
research and using a carefully theorized, micro-foundational logic, she first shows that inducements and sanctions are 
different – is. Then she demonstrates how and why those differences matter.

Our next speaker was Roya Izadi. She asks why state militaries sometimes involve themselves in national economies, 
running for-profit businesses. She asks what impact this involvement has on foreign policy. She finds that economic 
involvement tends to happen following wars, coups, and economic crises. It provides a source of private goods for 
military leaders and a way to augment national military budget and is a survival strategy for political leaders.  She further 
finds that economic involvement by militaries influences foreign policy decision making in important ways and has 
implications for democratization and democratic consolidation.

The morning session ended with a presentation by Elizabeth Grasmeder. Her research focuses on military manpower, 
specifically, the use by modern states of foreign enlistees (legionnaires) to combat external opponents, support 
interventions abroad, and suppress internal dissent.  She argues that the choice of recruitment policies is a function of 
how a state perceives its vulnerability to defeat. This in turn is shaped by two variables: the severity of perceived external 
threats and the degree to which the government faces political costs in mobilizing additional citizen soldiers.

Aroop Mukjarji led off the afternoon sessions.  His dissertation focuses on the period between 1897 and 1919. He seeks 
to provide a precise understanding of why this period saw a massive expansion of American foreign policy.  He uses a 
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rigorous methodology drawing on history, international relations, and decision science to examine six key presidential 
decisions by William McKinley and Theodore Roosevelt. He finds that systemic political forces, like power and 
geography, tended to be the most important decision-generating factors. Decision-making factors were guided as much by 
the Presidents’ interpretation of broader social and political forces as by their peculiar psychologies. 

Gregoire Phillips spoke next. He asks how rebels gain and maintain local support. Using the messaging of Islamic State 
(IS), he shows how rebels repurpose the tools of radicalization to attract moderate support. They leverage the influence 
and reach of modern media to translate hearts and minds into guns and butter. They stretch limited resources by investing 
selectively in providing goods and services to local supporters in a limited number of places under their control and 
employ far-reaching information campaigns to signal their commitment to doing so elsewhere in the future. 

The day ended with a talk by Augusta Dell’Omo.  Her research maps a transnational network of white supremacist and 
terrorist organizations that sought to stabilize white South Africa (1980-1994) and shows how these groups intentionally 
subverted U.S. congressional and presidential sanctions, undermining the prospects for peace and racial justice in South 
Africa. Her project relies on American and South African government records, white supremacist materials, television 
programming, and political party reports to uncover the significance of South Africa to the white international community, 
situated in a larger effort to undercut democratic governance globally after the Cold War. 

All the speakers were impressive. Their presentations were engaging and well-delivered. Their insights were creative, 
their findings grounded in exceptionally rigorous scholarship, often interdisciplinary.  All shed light on vital national 
security issues. The six New Faces were not only interested in receiving feedback but offered excellent feedback to their 
peers. This added to what Elizabeth Grasmeder described as a supportive and encouraging environment. 

This was one the finest group of young scholars we have ever assembled. We would have loved to welcome them in 
person. The conference traditionally offers all those who attend opportunity to further the discussions of the day during 
breaks and over lunch and dinner. That could not be replicated. Despite that, the audience was treated to some remarkable 
presentations, and the usual thrill of watching the best and the brightest wrestle with important and policy-relevant 
questions. For their part, the New Faces received excellent input into their projects. We look forward to watching them 
move ahead in their careers and hope to bring them to our campuses in better times.

Farewell to TISS

My relationship with TISS (TUSS as it was then called – the Triangle Universities 
Security Seminar) began over thirty years ago, when I started attending 
conferences at the Quail Ridge Conference Center. Some of you may share 
my memories of woodlands thick with periwinkle, screaming peacocks, free 
flowing food and drinks, and excellent conversations.  As a medievalist charged 
with teaching modern history at a small college in Southern Alabama, it was an 
extraordinarily enriching experience and deepened my interest in national and 
international security. My relationship with TISS began in earnest in the late 
nineties when I returned to Chapel Hill and took up a position as the last of the 
TISS postdoctoral fellows. I have continued to serve TISS ever since – first as a 
Program Coordinator and, more recently, as Associate Director. 

I watched TISS expand its networks and inspire interest in security studies 
across the Triangle.  It has grown from being a center of cross-disciplinary 
exchange to one that is genuinely interdisciplinary. It has gained recognition 
for its research projects on the study of war, civil military relations, and the wielding of American power. 
It has livened the intellectual life or our community with discussions regarding some of the most pressing 
concerns of the times: the rise of China, transnational threats, intelligence, the role of the media, climate 



change, and nuclear proliferation among others. It has given birth to vibrant programs on energy and 
security (at North Carolina State University), on American Grand Strategy (at Duke) and, most recently, on 
intelligence (headquartered at UNC-Chapel Hill). 
 
We have never had as much funding as we needed, but we have benefited from a network that believes 
in our mission. Public servants of the highest rank gladly participated in our events because the issues we 
talk about matter and because our audiences are informed and thoughtful. Young men and women who 
graduated from our constituent universities or who participated in our New Faces conferences are now at 
the pinnacle of their careers and eager to reach out a helping hand to new generations.  

I have had fun. I chose desserts and brewed coffee. I conceived programs and invited speakers. I 
wrote grant proposals and monitored grants. I edited books and composed briefs. I designed websites 
and posters. I spoke to community groups. I walked over premises with security details, wrestled with 
finance and budgets, coordinated schedules, mentored volunteers, and accompanied students on tours.  
I organized fifteen honor student dinner presentations and twenty-one New Faces conferences. And I 
celebrated both the fiftieth and sixtieth TISS anniversaries.  

Along the way, countless individuals made this job a joy. I found friends among the many thoughtful 
practitioners and academics who spoke to our community, whom I chauffeured, with whom I dined, 
and from whom I have learned.  I found friends among our wonderful campus police, citizens eager for 
knowledge and full of questions, Special Forces officers who worked with our students on simulations, and 
the remarkable group of former diplomats who have retired to our area.  It was a pleasure to work with 
our enthusiastic and dedicated hosts at Oak Ridge National Laboratory and in Washington D.C.  It was 
rewarding to interact with the collegial and open-minded faculty who have shared in the TISS intellectual life 
and my kindly and capable co-workers. Perhaps best of all has been the chance to work with our students – 
our amazing students. Working with them and for them has been the ultimate satisfaction of my career. 

Tricia Sullivan asked me to say a few words about my vision for the future of TISS.  At first, I hesitated.  I 
am a historian and, as such, someone whose focus more naturally falls on the past than the future. But 
then I realized I could and should speak to this. It just happens that, at this moment in time, what TISS 
has been, what it is now, and what I see TISS doing in the future, are part of a seamless whole. TISS 
is, in fact, exactly the kind of organization that can meet the needs of a society wracked by partisan 
divides, questioning the sustainability of its democracy, and facing an ever-changing security environment 
complicated by a communications revolution. 

The hallmark of our organization (and indeed what attracted me to TISS in the first place) is its interest in 
fostering civil dialogue, its sense of history, and its commitment to rigorous analysis. In the sixties, when 
protestors wanted to see ROTC removed from campuses, TUSS founders saw that the answer lay not in 
separation but in increased communication among those who disagreed. In the face of political correctness, 
TISS stood its ground and insisted that the study of war was a legitimate, indeed a vital pursuit. Our leaders 
gave a podium to those whom many wished to silence, while still listening to the voices of change. We have 
retained our sense of the importance of understanding historical context. And we have done all in our power 
to promote measured and evidence-based scholarship. 

One cannot predict what specific challenges TISS will focus on in the future. But we have a very strong 
foundation upon which to build. I am confident that so long as we continue to be true to our history and 
to approach emerging challenges with open minds and a spirit of public service, we will play our part in 
creating a better future.   

Now it is time to say farewell. It is a bittersweet moment for me. I look forward to watching TISS thrive under 
its new leadership.  I will miss being at the center of the storm. But you have left me with a crowd of happy 
memories, which will last me a lifetime. My thanks to all of you. Carolyn.
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